segment of F, which is present in F8, and the homologous sequence of F present in the E. coli chromosome at the site where F is supposed to integrate to form HfrP3. The implications of this result for the general mechanisms of F integration to form Hfr's are discussed.
The integration of F-factor DNA into the Escherichia coli chromosome giving rise to an Hfr has interesting properties. Unlike A and 08 phages, there are many F integration sites in the E. coli chromosome (see review by Low [10] ).
Several recent studies have offered evidence that there are special sequences of F that are active in F-related recombination events (1, 7) . It is believed that these sequences are also resident on the E. coli chromosome, and that some cases of Hfr formation are due to reciprocal recombination between one of these special sequences on F and the coresponding sequence on the bacterial chromosome.
In this paper, we present evidence supporting the presence of one of these sequences of F on the E. coli chromosome and evidence for recombination events between duplicate copies of the sequence. The particular F sequence involved is called at) and has a length of 1.3 kilobases (kb). Testing of bacterial markers of F-prime factors. All the F-prhie factors to be examined were first transferred to the F-strain N23-76, and then the resulting F-prime strains were used as donors for testing bacterial markers on the F-prime factors by a cross-streaking technique. The procedures for mating were described in the preceding paper (14) . As recipients, we used F-strains of PB314, AB1325 lip-13, W3110 suc-17, SA291, and FRAG-5 in testing for transfer of purE+, lUp', 8uc+, biou, and kdtp, respectively. All other aspects of our experimental technique were also described in previous papers (13, 14, 17) .
RESULTS
The F-prime factor F8 carries a segment of the E. coli chromosome in the region from tol to gal (6, 14) . It does not carry any genes and DNA sequences in the region purE-lip-supE-suc, which is adjacent to the tol-gal region (14 quences that was used by Ohtsubo and Hsu (14) The evidence leading to this structure for F80 was derived from the following analysis of heteroduplex molecules of F80 with F and reference F-prime factors F8-33, F152-3, and F100-12.
As schematically shown in Fig. 3a , a heteroduplex of F80 with F has a simple substitution loop that is used to measure the size of the deletion in the F sequence and the size of the E. coli chromosome sequences as well. Figure 3b shows the heteroduplex of F80 with F8-33. F8-33 carries agal sequence (195.5B to 212.2B) that substitutes for the F sequence (8.5F to 16.3F) and has, in addition, the two characteristic insertion loops cand te at positions of 91.OF and 35.2F, respectively (13, 14; see also Fig. 4 .
The chromosomal DNA of F80 is much larger than that of F8. The evidence that this region contains chromosomal DNA between fep and gal was derived from the analysis of the heteroduplex of F80 with F152-3. F152-3 is a derivative of F152 that carries the sequence of the E. coli chromosome from fep to gal, but deletes a small region containing the kdp gene (14; see also Fig. 2 ). This deletion was used to orient the DNA sequence in the heteroduplex. Fig. 4 . The two insertion loops of F8-33, indicated by c and ,e, respectively, are used to orient the F sequence in the heteroduplex. Note The same conclusion is derived from the analysis of the heteroduplex, F80/F100-12. F100-12 is a derivative of an F-prime F100 with a large deletion in the chromosomal sequence (14; see also Fig. 2 ). As shown in Fig. 3d , two loops are seen in an otherwise duplex molecule. From the lengths of these two loops, a large loop is identified as the deletion of F100-12 and a small loop is composed of a segment of (i) bacterial DNA not present in F80 or F152 and (ii) F sequences between O.OF and 16.3F deleted in F80. The heteroduplex indicates that the junctions OF/OB in both F80 and F100-12 (or F100) are exactly the same. DISCUSSION We propose one of two altemative and basically equivalent mechanisms for the formation of F80 (Fig. 5 and 6 ). It should first be noted that F contains two copies of a sequence of length 1.3 kb that we call afl, with coordinates 93.2F to 94.5/OF and 13.7F to 15.OF (7, 13; see Fig. 1 which has coordinates OB in our present notation. This point lies between purE and fep and is the point of origin for HfrP3 (7; see Fig. 2 ).
We previously proposed that HfrP3 was formed by reciprocal recombination between al,81 of F and the a4,84 sequence on the E. coli chromosome.
The two alternative mechanisms that we propose for the formation of F80 (Fig. 5 and 6 ) consist of the same two steps in opposite order: (i) integration of F8 into the E. coli chromosome by reciprocal recombination of the homologous gal sequences, followed by excision of F80 by reciprocal recombination between al,8i and a4l4 and (ii) integration of F8 into the E. coli chromosome by reciprocal recombination between al,f and a414, followed by excision of F80 by reciprocal recombination between the two homologous gal sequences.
The same structure for F80 would be produced by either mechanism. The only way to distinguish between them would be to study the properties of the Hfr's. The important points are that either mechanism is completely consistent with the observed structure for F80, and this provides independent evidence for the proposition that 217 (9) shows that afi is homologous to the insertion sequence IS3 (4, 11) . Thus the present communication adds to evidence previously offered that insertion sequences play a role in plasmid-related recombination phenomena (8, 15) .
